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a priority management area.
 
 It is this planning step which is often left to chance. Most often a
priority basin is selected based on evidence or perception that it is
critical. An implementation project is then begun in that basin. The concept
of HAA suggests the need for an additional step before funds are set aside to
begin an implementation program. This step is needed to ascertain which areas
are delivering the bulk of the pollutant and the form in which it is being
transported. Many existing agricultural implementation efforts could be




















as failing leach fields will mask a good implementation effort focused only on
agricultural lands.







































locations in the U.S. all support a need for a prior planning period before
implementation begins.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































becomes anaerobic, methane, amines, and sulfide are produced. The water
acquires an unpleasant odor, taste, and appearance and becomes unfit for
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